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OVERVIEW

In the nineteenth century in America, the central edu-

cational battle was fought over the elective system (Brubak-

er and Rudy, 1958).

Involved in this battle was a number of related issues,

with a great deal of significance attached to them. The

central issue was whether the American College should remain

primarily religious in orientation, with training for

Christian piety and a broad liberal culture, or should the

America'. college become secular, serving the interests of

utilitarianism, social efficiency, and scholarly research?

There were many other questions tied closely to the above

issues:

Should American higher education follow the ideal of
the German university or the English college? Which
was valid, the old "faculty psychology" or the new
"experimental psychology?" Was there such a thing as
a "mental discipline" and could one devise a college
curriculum that would develop it? Should higher edu-
cation be "practical" or "liberal," a means to an end
or an end in itself? Were the "new" studies (such as
science) more important than the "old" studies (such
as the classics)? Should the college aim to be aris-
tocratic, and training the elite, or should it seek
to attain a democratic all-inclusiveness? On the an-
swers to these questions depended the future of Amer-
ican higher education; and the battle over the elect-
ive system touched, in one way or another, on every
one of them (Brubaker and Rudy, 1958).
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3

In the nineteenth century in America, the Central edu-

cational battle was fought over the elective system (Brubak-

er and Rudy, 1958).

The stance toward control of one's education was viewed

as a curricular issue of perceptive versus free elective.

...free election is the only standard consistent with
their notions of developmental psychology, while only
precrition can ensure that students assimilate fund-
amental intellectual and liberal values (Kintzer,
1984:102).

Another important issue discussed by the critics of

higher education is the question, who should have an educa-

tion?

.The elitist-democratic continuum is certainly a fac-
tor considered by all critics of higher education
(Kintzer, 1984:02).

In other words, is the education in America only for a

selected group, or should education be available for all

groups?

Another concept that is viewed and analyzed by the

critics is the behavioristic versus the humanistic contro-

versy, that is, the use or non-use of science in education.

The final concept of this framework deals with process:

rationalism versus instrumentalism.

Instrumentalism views the individual as the criterion
for decision and process more important than sub-
stance. Rationalism proceeds from postulated truth
and decides issues according to conformity to such
truth, while neo-humanism is an eclectic blending of
the two extremes ( Kintzer. 1984:103-104).
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EXAMINATION OF THE FRAMEWORK

Before discussing the contribution of the selected

critics of higher education, a framework containing the fol-

lowing points will be examined:

1. Outlook toward man.

2. Curriculum.

3. Stance toward control of one's education.

4. Who should have an education.

5. Use or non-use of science.

6. Process.

one of the most fundamental themes throughout the

critical literature is the conception of human nature held

by the.critics of higher education. They range from the

outlook toward man as "perfectibility" to the other extreme

of viewing man as "depraved" (Kintzer, 1984).

If man is essentially good, students can be left to
their own curricular devices and allowed to make
their own academic decisions...At the other extreme
is the belief that depraved man is best kept in line
through discipline, the precepts of a harsh God, and
a prescribed curriculum of considerable difficulty
(Kintzer, 1984:100-101).

The curriculum is also viewed differently by the crit-

ics of higher education as being liberalizing or utilitari-

an.

To those who see the institution as being a servant
of society (Utilitarian)...the curriculum ought prop-
erly to contain much of significance for the various
vocations... This view contrasts strongly with the
notion that only liberalizing courses should he in-
cluded in the undergraduate curriculum and that
training for vocations can best be done
elsewhere...(Kintzer, 1984:101-102).

2
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4

Framework of Philosophical Extremes

The following critics of higher education in America

were chosen to represent conservative, middle ground, and

liberal viewpoints: Russell Kirk representing the conserv-

ative field, Robert Hutchins somewhat in the middle giound,

and Harold Taylor with his liberal viewpoints.

The philosophical extremes of the above critics will be

examined accordlng to the six concepts discussed in this

paper.

Where information is inadequate in terms of a discus-

sion of each point in the framework in classifying a critic,

this will be noted in the paper.
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ROBERT MAYNARD HUTCHINS 1899-1977

Hutchins was an educator and administrator whose influ-

ence in higher education and in public affairs reached far

beyond the institution that he directed. He consistently

expressed his concern with the tasks of discovering what a

good society is and how to make one. He vigorously defend-

ed academic freedom, and leading opposition to faculty

loyalty oaths in the 1950s.

His Chicago Plan for undergraduates encouraged liberal

education. He introduced the study of the Great Books at

various levels in the university. He deplored undue emphas-

is on non-academic pursuits, and deplored the tendency of

United States educational institutions to drift toward

specialization, vocationalism, and pragmatism.

Hutchins founded the Canter for the Study of Democratic

Institutions at Santa Barbara, California in 1959. The Cen-

ter was an attempt to approach Hutchins ideal of a "commun-

ity of scholars" engaged in serious dialogue on paramount

issues. It dealt with a wide range of topics, individual

freedom, international order, ecological imperatives, the

rights of minorities and of women, and questions about what

is a good life, among other topics (Encyclopedia Britannica,

1979).

Hutchins' view toward man:

The nature of man indicates that he can continue to
learn all his life; the scientific evidence shows

5
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6

that he has capacity to do so (Hutchins, 1968:130).

...Men are rational, moral, and spiritual beings and
that the improvement of men means the fullest devel-
opment of their rational, moral, and spiritual pow-
ers. All men have these powers, and all men should
develop them to the fullest extent (Hutchins,
1953:68).

Hutchins' view on curriculum:

This is an education appropriate to free men. It is
liberal education... A liberal education aims to
develop the powers of understanding and judgment...
Liberal education consists of training in the liberal
arts and of understanding the leading ideas that have
animated mankind. It aims to help the human being
learp to think for himself, to develop his highest
human powers (Hutchins, 1953:83).

Hutchins' stance toward control of one's education:

liberally educated man must know how to read,
write, and figure. He must know and understand the
leading ideas that have animated mankind. He must
comprehend the tradition in which he lives. He must
be able to communicate with his fellowmen. Through
familiarity with the best models he must have con-
stantly before him that habitual vision of greatness
without which, any true education is impossible. The
process of such an education should be dialectical.
The liberally educated man should be able to continue
the Great Conservations.that began in the dawn of
history, that goes on at the present day, and that is
best exemplified by the Socratic dialogue (Hutchins,
1953:95-96).

Hutchins' view on who should have an education:

...everybody must be educated. This does not mean
that everybody must be educated at the same rate or
in the same way or to the same extent (Hutchins,
1968:102).

Hutchins' view on the use of non-use of science:

The object of liberal education for all is not to
make young people scientists or mathematicians or
engineers, but to help them to grasp whatever every-
body ought to know about science, mathematics, and
engineering (Hutchins, 1968:98).
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Hutchins' view on process was a more classic rational-

ism, more like that of Aristotle, which glorified the life

of the mind as the good life, Instead of seeking merely the

formal discipline of human faculties, as in the formal study

of Latin and Greek grammar, he sought to steep them in the

content of the liberal arts - the "wisdom of the ages and

the great books." Here lay the great storehouse of ra-

tional principles undergirding the universe which but waited

to be grasped by the rational insight of the student (Hutch-

ins, 1968).

Any idea that all the subjects in the array from

aesthetics to zoology were all of equal intellectual worth

was repugnant to Hutchins. On the contrary, it was the con-

cepts of the vast storehouse of human learning arranged in a

hierarchy based on the ability to bring out the human in man

(Brubaker and Rudy, 1976:295).

Robert Hutchins was found to be a little liberal, some-

what middle ground, but primarily conservative. In terms of

the framework, he was found to ascribe to the following con-

cepts: in the middle between elitist and democratic, in the

middle between behaviorist an humanistic, and viewed curri-

culum as liberalizing and was a more classic rationalist.

0



HAROLD TAYLOR

Taylor once classified educational philosophies as ra-

tional - exemplified by some Roman Catholic institutions;

neo-humanism - a position favored by the majority of liberal

arts colleges; and instrumentalist - suggested by Sarah Law-

rence College (Mayhew, 1969:124).

Taylor represents a contemporary point of view:

The institutions of education must make an effort to
reach the aesthetic needs of the citizens without
making the usual distinctions made by Europeans and
by many others who are interested in the arts be-
tween culture for the masses and culture for the rest
of us. It is not necessary to produce mass art and
mass ideas merely because more and more people are
interested... The university is the exact place for
.the exploration of the new; and for the development
of forms of art of the kind which can break down the
distinctions of snobbery, along with the possibility
of the inverse snobbery of the avant-garde (Taylor,
1962:194).

Taylor's view toward man:

A philosophy which is adequate for education as for
life will take account of these values and locate
them in their setting in contemporary reality. It
will assert the belief that human nature is not
static, and that human life is what we make it. It
will deny that superstition is sinful, and affirm the
fact that the causes of his fall from grace are in
some sense discoverable and to some degree correct-
able. It will recognize the value of each
person...and will call for protection and support of
those who have not the power to protect and support
themselves (Taylor, 1950:443-444).

Taylor's view on curriculum:

The intellectual life cf the student must not be but-
toned up in a tight curriculum. The choice among
courses of study must be dixectly related to the
ability, interests, and purposes of the individual,
with the aid of teachers who can give guidance in the

8
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making of choices (Taylor, 1950:442).

Taylor's stance toward control on one's education:

Remove all subject matter requirements for graduation
and arrange instead for each student to choose his
own teachers and courses and to plan a year to year
curriculum of his own... The reason for removing
the requirements is not to make things easier for the
student by allowing him to avoid "hard" courses. It
is to get him directly involved in his own education
and to make the faculty members more responsible to
students for the quality and content of the teaching
they have to offer... Another reason for freeing the
student from requirements is that no one learns any-
thing seriously and well unless he commits himself to
it, sees the reason for it, and has a stake in what
he learning (Taylor, 1971:76-77).

The following is Taylor's view on the aim of a modern

education:

The distinctive aim of a modern education is to
create in youth such a deep attachment to humane mor-
al values that the life of each becomes intuitively
liberal and the action of each constantly helpful to
the total community of human interests. Our unique
responsibility as philosophers of education or as
teachers is to be educational pioneers, working
steadily at the outer edge of intellectual and social
advance. Our particular hope is to make in each of
our college communities a model of what life can be
in a happy, free, and useful human society (Taylor,
1950:446).

Taylor's view on who should have an education:

We are urged forward by a democratic impulse to give
everyone the education to which his talents entitle
him, but have adopted ways of doing it which concen-
trate on administrative efficiency rather than on
educational quality (Taylor, 1950:214).

Taylor's view on the use or non-use of science:

The young who graduate from college are for the most
part eager, anxious to do what is right, and usually
unable to present anything very employable to an em-
ployer. In a technical aspect, most useful pieces of
knowledge do little to educate the student liberally.
Yet we should not therefore conclude that the things

12
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which are useful, either for getting things done, or
for increasing technical skill, have no liberal
values in them. In college education, ability to
state one's own position about American foreign
policy is one aspect of a technical or vocational
skill. The other skills necessary for fulfilling the
purposes and functions of life in America can be
taught without interfering with the ultimate humanism
to which the college must be devoted (Taylor, 1950:
21).

Harold Taylor was found to have a liberal view on high-

er education. In terms of the framework, he was found to

ascribe to the following concepts: perfectibility, utili-

tarian, free elective, democratic, humanistic, and instru-

mentalism.
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RUSSELL KIRK

Kirk has written much about tendencies in American

education. He represents a conservative point of view on

higher educp.tion.

Kirk's view toward man:

A college, however diligent, cannot turn a young man
of bad inclination and habits into a child o' light
(Kirk, 1978:33).

Kirk's view on curriculum:

For I think that the particular conditions of our
century and our society demand now, more than ever
before, a restoration of liberal learning. The hour
is favorable to the colleges, if only the people who
control college policy can perceive their present
opportunity (Kirk, 1965:51).

The college should return to concise curriculum em-
phasizing classical literature, languages, moral
philosophy, history, the pure sciences, logic, rhe-
toric, and religious knowledge (Kirk, 1965:57).

Kirk's stance toward control of one's education and on

who should have an education:

Fallacy 1 is the notion that the principle function
of college and universities - if not the only really
justifiable function - is to promote utilitarian ef-
ficiency (Kirk, 1965;xiv).

But actually, I am an anti-elitist... I object es-
pecially to schemes for the governance of modern so-
ciety by formally-trained specialized and technolog-
ical elites. One of my principal criticisms of cur-
rent tendencies in higher learning is that, despite
much cant about democratic university and college,
really our educational apparatus has been raising up
not a class of liberally educated young people of hu-
mane outlook, but rather a series of degree-dignified
elites, and alleged "meritocracy" of confined views
and dubious intellectual and moral credentials, af-
flicted by presumption, puffed up by that little
learning which is a dangerous thing (Kirk,
1965:xvii).

11
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6. The college should abandon its attempt to en-
croach upon the specialized and professional
studies which are the proper province of the
graduate schools of universities.

7. The college should say less about "socializa-
tion" and "personality-building" and more about
the improvement of the human reason, for the
human reason's own sake.

8. The smaller college should give up as lost en-
deavor its aspiration to attract those students
who desire the "extra-curricular activities"...
and offer instead its own natural advantages of
personal relationships, smallness of scale, and
respect for individuality.

9. The college should not content itself with en-
rolling those students who cannot obtain admit-
tance to a great university or state college.

10. The college should endeavor deliberately to keep
its student body within reasonable limits, its
humane scale being one of its principle natural
advantages over Behemoth University.

11. The college should emancipate itself from quasi-
commercialized programs of athletics, an expen-
sive and often anti-intellectual pastime.

12. The college should reduce to a minimum the elec-
tive feature in its curriculum; for one of the
college's principle virtues is its recognition
of order and hierarchy in the higher learning,
and the undergraduate ordinarily is not yet cap-
able of judging with discretion what his course
of studies ought to be.

13. The college should recall the importance of fur-
nishing society with a body of tolerably well-
educated persons whose function it is to provide
right reason and conscience in the commonwealth.

14. The college should inculcate in its students a
sense of diffuse gratitude toward the genera-
tions that have preceded us in time, and a sense
of obligation toward the generations yet to be
born; it should remind the rising generation
that we are part of a great continuity and es-
sence, and that we moderns are only dwarfs
mounted upon the shoulders of giants. For this

15
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Kirk's view on the use or non-use of science:

The primary disciplines ought to be moral philosophy
(not the fashionable logical positivism), humane let-
ters (to develop critical power, not mere "apprecia-
tion"), rhetoric (perhaps united with humane let-
ters), history (philosophically considered), politi-
cal economy (not the amorphous rudimentary "sociol-
ogy" or "social sciences" which afflicts most col-
leges nowadays), physics and higher mathematics
(those being most important for developing the phil-
osophical cast of mind), biological science (also
with a view to theory), classical and modern lang-
uages and literatures, and perhaps music and the
visual arts (these latter being critical and histori-
cal studies, not crafts). (Kirk, 1978:302-303).

The following are some general rules suggested by Kirk

to be utilized by a prudent college in its work of conserva-

tive reform:

1. The college should reaffirm that the end of a
liberal education is an ethical consciousness,
through which the student is brought to an ap-
prehension of the enduring truths which govern
our being, the principles of self-control and
the dignity of man.

2. The college should make it clear that this eth-
ical end is sought through an intellectual dis-
cipline, exacting in its character, which re-
gards "useless knowledge" as infinitely more
valuable than simple utilitarian skills.

3. The college should return to a concise curricu-
lum emphasizing classical literature, languages,
moral philosophy, history, the pure sciences,
logic, rhetoric, and religious knowledge.

4. The college should turn away from vocationalism,
resigning to trade schools and industrial "in-
service" training programs that the college
never was meant to undertake.

5. The college should set its face against amor-
phous "survey courszs," "general education,"
and similar substitutes for real intellectual
discipline - such a s.nattering and an inchoate
mass of facts produces only a little learning
which is a dangerous thing.

1
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consciousness lies at the heart of a liberal
education (Kirk, 1965:56-58).

Kirk was found to have a conservative view on higher

education. In terms of the framework, Kirk was found to a-

scribe to the following concepts: depravity, liberalizing,

prescription, elitist, behaviorist and rationalism.

In summary, the critics of higher education have con-

tributed to the discussions and decisions about higher edu-

cation by noting the frequent citations of the critics in

the writing,of others.

These are the authors who gradt.ate students in high-
er education read and quote. Their ideas find their
way into policy and action documents of various sorts
by their influence on the decisions made by the grad-
uate students. Therein lies their chief value.
American higher education policy is not established
by any single authority. Rather, it evolves as a re-
sult of discussions and decisions of many different
people until a kind of nations) consensus is reached.
The voices of these critics have added to these
discussions and through them to affecting the course
of higher education (Kintzer, 1984:99).
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